Can you find flowers that are all these colors?

- Red
- Orange
- Yellow
- Pink
- Purple

Can you find all of these interesting bark textures?

- Bumpy
- Soft
- Smooth
- Hard
- Rough
- Prickly

How many of the following leaf shapes can you find?

- Linear
- Star
- Heart
- Oval
Can you find any of these distinctive bark patterns?

- Pine
- Beech
- Sycamore
- Dogwood

How many of these things can you find?

- A bird eating seeds
- Moss growing on a tree or rock
- Pine cones on the ground
- A plant with flowers
- A plant with interesting leaves
- A tree with smooth bark
- Leaves that rustle in the wind

The tree nuts below are important food sources for wildlife. Can you find any of them?

- Hickory
- Acorns (Oak)
- Walnut